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	1: PROJECT MANAGER
	3: You are an experienced PROJECT MANAGER looking for a position that will propel your career in the renewable energy field. You are willing to join a dynamic, devoted and motivated team working on projects across North America. We would like to talk to you.
	4: For over two decades, we have demonstrated an insatiable curiosity and desire to continuously improve. We are passionate about what we do, and we are determined to provide innovative and efficient solutions that exceed our clients’ highest expectations. Ganex invests in outstanding people of diverse background and talents and empowers them to achieve more than they could elsewhere. Our work combines advice with action and integrity that is why we are recognized as our clients trusted partner.Ganex has activities all across Canada, has been doing projects in the US for the last 3 years and recently opened a new office in Illinois.
	2: Attractive remuneration based on experience
	5: We are looking for a person with outstanding people skills and a strong ability to manage, plan, coordinate and oversee the implementation of industrial ICT and OT projects in the renewable energy sectors.
	6: • You will lead projects from requirements definition through deployment, identifying schedules, scopes, budget estimations, and project implementation plans, including risk mitigation• You will coordinate internal and external resources, ensuring projects remain within scope, schedule, and defined budgets, in collaboration with project staff from various functional departments• You will analyze project progress and, when necessary, adapt scope, timelines, and costs to ensure that project team adheres to project requirements• You will establish and maintain relationships with appropriate client stakeholders, providing day-to-day contact on project status and changes.
	7: • 5+ years project management experience;• Excellent written and verbal communication skills;• Strong presentation skills;• Ability to plan and adapt to unforeseen situations;• Strong attention to deadlines and budgetary guidelines.Nice to have: • Professional certification including PMP/PRINCE II.
	8: • A permanent full-time position in a dynamic team   and a friendly working atmosphere;• An attractive remuneration based on your   experience and aligned with the industry standards;• Paid time off subject to eligibility, such as vacation,   sick and bereavement;• Benefits, subject to elections and eligibility:   Medical, Disability, Life insurance and Defined   Contribution Retirement Plan.
	9: February 2022
	10: 200 East Howard, Suite 252
	11: Des Plaines , IL (suburb of Chicago)


